TIP SHEET: Embedded Interactive Google Mapping
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Maintain Your Brand While Using an External Mapping Service
Embedding Google’s advanced mapping service within your Website gives you the best of both worlds. Linking off to an
external site dilutes your branding message and could possibly lead to your competition depending on the site.

Explain to Buyers...
“On my Website you can
find out how conveniently
located this home is to
the things that are
important to you and
even get a detailed route
map to and from this
home by simply typing in
the address you’re
interested in.”

Headline
main Headline is displayed
to keep the attention of the
buyer as they get a feel for
your listing’s location.
Auto-Framing
projects a professional,
finished look and your
attention to detail.
Interactive Google Map
embedded within your
Website, visitors can zoom in
and out, scroll north, south,
east and west. View satellite
maps and more without
leaving your Website.

What Sellers Want
Service buyers can
appreciate is service
sellers want.
In your next listing
interview make sure
your seller knows how
you make it easy for
buyers to do business
with you.

Map to WORK Location
when a buyer clicks this link,
and enters his or her work
address, a new window
opens displaying Google
maps interactive driving
directions including distance
and estimated drive times.

the Description
the main description full
of inviting, informative
and educational
information is displayed
here to remind the buyer
where this map leads.

Map to Any Location
when a buyer clicks this link
and types in any address, a
new window opens
displaying Google maps
interactive driving directions
including distance and
estimated drive times.

Request Info Link
make it easy to do business
with you and inquire about
your client’s listing.

Send to a Friend
buyers can share direct access
to your listing with spouse,
friends and co-workers.

Phone and Email
Include contact info on
every page of your Website,
especially your listings.

Since the driving directions
open in a new window, this
stops buyers from wandering
too far from your listing.
Your Website remains open
in the background.

Use Your Website as Your Real Estate Showroom to
Attract and Service the Buyers—Sellers Want™
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